Contrast Enhancement in Breast Cancer and Background Mammary-Gland Tissue During the Super-Early Phase of Dynamic Breast Magnetic Resonance Imaging.
We aimed to compare the contrast enhancement between tumor and mammary-gland tissue to distinguish lesions in the super-early phase, during which minimal contrast media uptake is observed in mammary-gland tissue. Dynamic magnetic resonance imaging, including the super-early phase with bolus tracking (BT) method (to determine the optimal imaging start time), was performed by using identical parameters to obtain transverse fat-suppressed T1-weighted images of both breasts. The percent enhancement (PE) and the contrast ratio (CR) indicators for tumor and mammary-gland tissue were assessed in each dynamic phase. The PE values of the tumor were 62.4% and 151.6%, and those of the mammary gland were 0.3% and 20.7% in the super-early and early phases, respectively. Therefore, virtually no background parenchymal enhancement was observed in the super-early phase. The variation in the PE values during the super-early phase was significantly smaller when the values were determined with the BT method (P < .05). The CR was highest in the early phase, and the CR in the super-early phase was lower than in the other phases. Early-phase PE and CR were significantly higher in invasive cancer cases than in noninvasive cancer cases (P < .01). A significant difference in the imaging start time was observed for the anatomic side factor by the BT method. Background parenchymal enhancement almost never appeared in the super-early phase, but the CR was lower in the super-early phase than in the early phase. The BT method allowed for an optimal imaging start time for the super-early phase and yielded images with less deviation of contrast enhancement.